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Summary  
Thomas Birch (1705-1766), Secretary of the Royal Society from 
1752 to 1765, and Philip Yorke, second Earl of Hardwicke 
(1720-1790), wrote a ‘Weekly Letter’ from 1741 to 1766, an 
unpublished correspondence of 680 letters in the British Library 
(Additional Mss 35396-400). The article examines the 
dimensions and purposes of this correspondence, an important 
conduit of information for the influential coterie of the 
‘Hardwicke circle’ gathered around Yorke in the Royal Society. 
It explores the writers’ self-conception of the correspondence, 
which was expressed in deliberately archaic categories of 
seventeenth-century news exchange, such as the newsletter, aviso 
and a-la-main. It shows how the letter writers negotiated their 
difference in status through the discourse of friendship, and 
concludes that the ‘Weekly Letter’ constituted for the 
correspondents a form of private knowledge, restricted in 
circulation to their discrete group, and as such unlike the open 




The ‘Weekly Letter’ of Thomas Birch (1705-1766), Secretary of the Royal 
Society (1752-1765), and Philip Yorke, second Earl of Hardwicke (1720-1790) is 
an extensive and unpublished manuscript correspondence undertaken from 1741 
to 1766, offering an unusually detailed and candid prospect on the intellectual 
culture of mid-eighteenth-century London. Now preserved in five volumes of the 
Hardwicke Papers in the British Library, the ‘Weekly Letter’ comprises 680 
letters written by Birch (428 letters) and Yorke (252 letters).1 Birch’s contribution, 
which Yorke described as a ‘weekly despatch’ of ‘literary & political speculations’, 
was an almost unique enterprise in this period, consisting of a regular weekly 
bifolium letter describing the news of London from the political, literary and 
scientific worlds.2 The ‘Weekly Letter’ has frequently been consulted by 
historians and literary critics as a source of information: one, for example has 
complimented Birch as ‘a seasoned observer of the press community’, and 
another has mined the letter for information about ministerial politics in the 
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Letter’ gives ‘a unique insight into the activities and interests’ of Yorke’s 
‘Hardwicke circle’ in the Royal Society, a coterie who held high office in, and 
influenced the proceedings of, that institution.4 However, despite this scholarly 
interest, the ‘Weekly Letter’ has not in itself been the subject of extended analysis. 
This article explores how Birch and Yorke understood their own 
correspondence, examining how they described its activities through a series of 
commanding metaphors and historical analogies. It shows how they adapted 
inherited forms of correspondence to negotiate the problem of scientific 
communication in the polite world between persons of different status.  
 
Correspondence was central to the organization of scientific knowledge in the 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries: Paul Dibon has suggested that the 
establishment, maintenance and encouragement of correspondence was as 
important as learned journals and other large-scale publication projects 
(encyclopedias, dictionaries) to the circulation of knowledge in the sphere of 
natural philosophy. Letters were valued as a method to disseminate information, 
including results and conclusions of experimental work, research in progress, and 
recent publications.5 The practice of letter writing was accorded high prestige in 
eighteenth-century culture, considered a polite and sociable form of writing 
closely associated with the face-to-face gentlemanly practices of conversation and 
civility, and as such, understood as an accomplishment worthy of cultivation and 
refinement.6 The exchange of letters, and the maintenance of an extensive 
correspondence with a wide range of fellow scholars, was accordingly important 
within the geographically-distributed community of scholars identified as the 
Republic of Letters. Evidence of this corresponding spirit is found in the large 
scale archives of correspondence maintained by key figures in the early Royal 
Society, such as Robert Boyle (1627-1691), Henry Oldenburg (1615?-1677) and 
James Jurin (1684-1750).7 The publication of these major correspondences in 
recent decades has made this primary material more generally available, and has 
prompted further studies of the material and textual culture of the letter in the 
history of science. Part of the ‘archival turn’, correspondence has provided 
central evidence of the role of sociability, civility, and the discourse of politeness 
in the foundation of scientific institutions.8  
 
Birch and Yorke’s correspondence conforms in important ways to the 
expectations of a commerce de lettres, defined by Anne Goldgar as a regular 
arranged correspondence for the exchange of scholarly information, and a 
central activity of the communication system of the Republic of Letters.9 Goldgar 
argues that a commerce de lettres was founded on a sense of obligation that bound 
distant scholars into a communal network, in which participants were expected 
to perform acts of mutual assistance, which would be performed without 
commercial compensation, within a discourse of politeness and an ethic of 
cooperation, with the primary objective an amicable friendship between the 
persons involved. Aspects of these characteristics are certainly found in the 
‘Weekly Letter’, but with significant differences to be explored below: notably, 
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well as natural philosophy, and the regular weekly rhythm of the exchange. 
Goldgar’s account understands the duties of reciprocal exchange within the 
theory of the gift articulated by the anthropologist Marcel Mauss, who argued 
that the gift implies three obligations: the obligation to give, the obligation to 
receive, and the obligation to reciprocate.10 With Mauss in mind, it might be said 
that correspondents establish obligations by sending and receiving letters: each 
letter beseeches its reply. In Goldgar’s conception of the Republic of Letters, all 
participants consider themselves equal, with status being earned by scholarly 
service, rather than being dependent on wealth or birth. Birch and Yorke, the 
cleric and the nobleman, repeatedly reiterate the polite and equal reciprocity of 
their exchange, but also continually confront the irreconcilably different worlds 
of wealth, status and privilege that they inhabit. Negotiating how their 
relationship might be considered a friendship rather than that of a master and 
servant is an important sub-theme of the ‘Weekly Letter’.  
 
Birch and Yorke’s own imaginative conceptions of their practice in the ‘Weekly 
Letter’, are important to understanding its role and concerns. In their conduct of 
the ‘Weekly Letter’, they had no explicit contract or regulatory agreement, 
suggesting that it conforms to the discourse of reciprocal obligation of the 
Republic of Letters. Nonetheless, the metaphors and circumlocutions used by 
Birch and Yorke to describe the conduct of their commerce de lettres effectively 
conceptualize and manage their relationship. This ‘control information’, often 
located in the opening and closing salutations, and sometimes quite literally in 
the margins of the letters, constitutes all the contemporary information about 
their purpose in the ‘Weekly Letter’. It is significant, in this way, that in their own 
reflections on it, Birch and Yorke described the ‘Weekly Letter’ within the 
discourse of what is now known as a ‘newsletter’. The seventeenth-century 
practice of the manuscript ‘newsletter’ was a subgenre that had evolved to 
distribute foreign and domestic news amongst the political elite. Compared to the 
scientific commerce des lettres, focused closely on matters of importance amongst 
natural philosophers and their scholarly institutions, the adoption of the 
newsletter metaphor allowed Birch and Yorke an expanded range of topics.  
 
The term ‘manuscript newsletter’ in this sense refers both to a form of letter 
writing, and a practice for its production and dissemination: an organized and 
regular correspondence dedicated to the dissemination of news, intelligence, and 
other information. Harold Love has described how a newsletter writer 
established ‘a network of customers, who would pay a subscription to receive the 
letters’, employing clerks ‘to duplicate a standardized form of the letter’. 
Accordingly, Love locates the practice within seventeenth-century scribal culture, 
established to allow ‘country gentlemen’ to receive ‘news and political 
information on a regular basis from a town informant’. Newsletters adopted a 
typical or ‘common format’, ‘a whole or half-sheet bifolium with the first three 
pages written on and the last left blank for addressing.’ In this format, manuscript 
newsletters remained familiar and genteel: Love notes that ‘the fiction was 
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gentlemen’.11 Joad Raymond and others have argued that manuscript newsletters 
were central to the culture of news in seventeenth-century Britain and Europe.12 
The Secretaries of State, first John Thurloe (1616-1668) under Oliver Cromwell, 
and later Joseph Williamson (1633-1701) in the reign of Charles II, developed 
the newsletter into a complex and highly evolved system. In the 1650s and 1660s, 
the Secretaries of State systematized the practice of newsletter writing. Through 
the Paper Office, the Secretary of State received weekly letters from a network of 
domestic agents: the clerks of the office collated relevant news, added the 
Secretary’s own information (such as official appointments and parliamentary 
proceedings), and produced a standard newsletter. The office then employed a 
bank of clerks to produce copies, as many as three hundred a week. The official 
correspondents (agents) were paid in kind, receiving a copy of the Secretary’s 
newsletter, while other eminent figures among the nobility, the military and the 
merchants, could purchase copies by subscription. Subscriptions were sufficient 
to defray to expenses of the whole system.13 As an editor and historian of 
seventeenth-century news culture, Birch was unusually aware of the legacy of the 
manuscript newsletter. By the mid-eighteenth century, when Birch and Yorke 
undertook the ‘Weekly Letter’, Goldgar argues the functions of the newsletter 
(nouvelles littéraires) had been taken over by the journal, a printed periodical 
offering a summary of news and publications. ‘Although literary journals did not 
necessarily solve the problem of the need to exchange news, they greatly 
supplemented and indeed in some ways replaced the commerce de lettres as a means 
of disseminating information quickly’.14 
 
Within these conceptions of the commerce de lettres and the newsletter are 
significantly different models of scientific communication. In Goldgar’s terms, a 
newsletter is undertaken within the bonds of service, either mercenary or feudal, 
while a commerce de lettres follows the egalitarian model of reciprocal obligation. As 
a form of communication, the commerce de lettres is essentially open and networked: 
although letters are sent to named individuals, it is expected that they will be 
shared by other scholars, such as members or fellows of learned societies. In the 
case of the Royal Society, Henry Oldenburg, one of the first two secretaries of 
the society (1660-1677), had formalized the role of correspondence as a method 
of collecting and evaluating scientific information. He further established the 
letter archive to preserve and collate the correspondence, making it available to 
such fellows as wished to consult it. A selected portion of the correspondence was 
thereafter disseminated publically through their print publication in the 
Philosophical Transactions. The Royal Society became an ‘intellectual clearing 
house’ for scientific information.15 Michael Hunter has stressed ‘the real 
effectiveness of this correspondence as an agency for the promotion of the new 
philosophy throughout Europe’.16 As Secretary to the Royal Society from 1752-
1765, Birch was at the hub of its scientific communications. Even before rising to 
that role, an early achievement of his career was his employment in 1740-1741 
by the Royal Society to organize its uncatalogued early papers and letters, so that 
they might be both preserved and consulted.17 Birch, in short, was unusually well 
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contrast, the manuscript newsletter, as practiced by the Secretaries of State, was 
distinct for the closed and even secret nature of its intelligence, available only to a 
discrete coterie, who were charged with keeping this information secret. The 
‘Weekly Letter’ between Birch and Yorke was similarly closed and secretive, 
available only to Yorke’s Hardwicke circle.  
 
The inception of the ‘Weekly Letter’: form, format, range 
Thomas Birch (1705-1766) was born the son of a Quaker coffee-mill maker in St 
George’s Court Clerkenwell. After an education in local Quaker schools, he 
sought a career in the Anglican Church in 1726. He married Hannah Cox, the 
daughter of the curate of St Botolph without Bishopsgate in 1728, but both his 
wife and their son died in 1729. Having been baptized in 1730 and ordained in 
1731, Birch was presented to the vicarage of Ulting in Essex in 1732 through the 
influence of the statesman Sir Philip Yorke (subsequently Lord Chancellor and 
created the first earl of Hardwicke in 1754). The patronage of the Yorke family 
was crucial to Birch’s subsequent career. Birch was appointed tutor to Sir Philip 
Yorke’s oldest son, Phillip Yorke (hereafter called simply Yorke). Birch’s skills as 
a scholar were recognized when he was appointed one of the chief editors of the 
General Dictionary, Historical and Critical, an expanded ten-volume edition of Pierre 
Bayle’s Dictionnaire Historique et Critique (1697) that appeared between 1734 to 
1741. He was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society in 1734. Birch had an 
important role in Royal Society reforms from the early 1740s, a period of 
reorganization and transition.18 Under Yorke’s patronage Birch rose to 
prominence in the metropolitan intellectual elite, as Secretary of the Royal 
Society (1752-1765) and as a foundation Trustee of the British Museum, amongst 
other positions. Birch undertook, when Secretary, a reform of the process by 
which correspondence was assessed and validated by the Royal Society for 
publication, by instituting a Committee of Papers in 1752, effectively introducing 
a form of peer review.19 He published his most widely cited work, The History of 
the Royal Society in 1756.20 During this period he also found preferment in the 
church, through the influence of Sir Philip Yorke (the father), acquiring a series 
of influential and rich livings in London that provided him with the time and 
income to pursue literary and historical work.  
 
In 1740, when the ‘Weekly Letter’ began, Birch was thirty-five years of age, while 
Philip Yorke was a generation younger, at twenty years old. Yorke lived at his 
father’s townhouse in St James’s Square, and, from 1740, at the family seat of 
Wimpole Hall in Cambridgeshire. He had just come down from Corpus Christi 
College, Cambridge, and was the holder of a lucrative Exchequer sinecure 
courtesy of his father. In May 1740 he had married Lady Jemima Campbell, suo 
jure Marchioness de Grey, a well-educated and wealthy eighteen-year old heiress, 
who was granddaughter of the Duke of Kent. As part of his wife’s inheritance, he 
acquired a substantial country estate at Wrest Park, near Bedford. Yorke was a 
young man of some literary ambition, both as a historian and a satirist; in the 
coming years he further developed interests in landscape gardening, architecture, 
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affectionate marriage, and spent long periods together at Wrest in summer, 
where they entertained themselves with reading, outings, and historical jeux 
d’esprit.   
 
The ‘Weekly Letter’ began following an exchange of letters between Birch and 
Yorke concerning several literary projects in the early 1740s. In December 1740, 
Birch facilitated the publication of Yorke’s ironic historical essay on news writing 
in the Roman republic (‘On the Acta Diurna of the Old Romans’) in the annual 
preface to the Edward Cave’s Gentleman’s Magazine.21 Having acted as Yorke’s 
London go-between or agent for this work, Birch subsequently corresponded 
with him on the composition, arrangement of material and printing of the 
Athenian Letters (1741-43), a collaborative historical prose fiction mostly written by 
Philip and his younger brother Charles Yorke, assisted by at least ten others, 
including Birch.22 The printing was organized by Birch, and undertaken by 
James Bettenham, who was instructed to print no more than 12 copies, all on 
fine paper, to be privately distributed to contributors by the Yorke brothers: in 
this sense it was merely printed but not published. Birch described himself as 
discharging ‘the Functions of an Editor’ in service to what Yorke called ‘The 
Committee’ of authors, including sending the 12 copies to the bookbinder in 
October 1741.23  
 
In the course of 1741, Birch began performing more literary services for Yorke. 
He adopted a regular habit of taking breakfast with Yorke, his wife and his 
brother on Mondays at their townhouse in St James’s Square.24 When Yorke was 
not in town, as he was for almost six months of every year, Birch wrote him a 
regular letter of intelligence. The letter summarized the political and literary 
events of the week: that is, all the intellectual activities of London Birch had 
witnessed, including books published and in press, lectures, events and dinners. 
Within its first month, Yorke praised Birch’s letters written in this manner as a 
source of entertainment and information for his whole family:  
I assure you that your letters are one of the most agreeable 
amusements of my Country Vacation; nor is it me alone they 
entertain, for both Lady Grey & my Brother take no small share 
in the pleasure they afford.25 
Birch’s ‘Weekly Letter’ was sent to Yorke, but was widely respected and read 
within his family ménage, including here his brother Charles and his wife 
Jemima (referred to under her own title, Marchioness de Grey). Her interest in 
the letter reflected her uncommon education, with knowledge of French and 
Latin, and her wide reading in history and literature.26 The Yorkes valued the 
intellectual capacity offered by letter writing. Yorke wrote: 
Correspondence to most people, & upon most occasions, is a 
thing of form, or matter of business; in the first case rendered 
insipid by the very nature of ceremony, in the latter, disagreeable 
& irksome by the perplexities & difficulties, which occur upon 
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ingenuous way communicating the fruits of one’s studies, & 
speculations & repairing the loss of a friend’s good company in 
the most effectual manner.27  
As this suggests, Yorke found that Birch’s correspondence offered a continuation 
of sociability by other means. Yorke spoke of Birch continuing his ‘very 
entertaining correspondence, which it is really a pleasure for me to sit down to’.28  
 
Sent regularly on Saturday, the ‘Weekly Letter’ continued from 1741 to 1766. 
Following the parliamentary calendar, Yorke went to the country, primarily to 
Wrest or his father’s house at Wimpole, after the session broke up, leaving 
between March and June and usually returning in time for the negotiations 
before the new session began in September to November. This arrangement 
allowed a substantial correspondence, averaging 17 letters from Birch and 10 
from Yorke each year (though in 1765 peaking at 29 Birch letters and 21 replies 
from Yorke). In format, Birch’s ‘Weekly Letter’ was typically a four-page letter 
written on a half-folio sheet folded in two to create four pages (bifolium), 
occasionally extended by another bifolium, to five or six of potentially eight 
pages. It was sent as an enclosure, within an additional address sheet, and by the 
Yorke’s weekly private carrier, although some were sent by post using Yorke’s 
official frank. Evidence from Birch’s surviving memorandum notebooks suggests 
that the letter was carefully composed and revised, and that the sent letter was a 
fine copy.29 These notebooks show that Birch went to some effort to order his 
material, and to refine the distant and measured tone of his prose. Yorke’s 
replies, by contrast, were shorter, and, with their numerous commands and 
queries, were composed in a clearly unrevised yet gentlemanly rhetorical style, 
suggesting a leisured writer at ease. Birch’s letters were highly valued in the 
Yorke household, where they were preserved by being pasted in chronological 
order into specially prepared guard books kept in Yorke’s closet at Wrest, a more 
private space than his splendid library.30  
 
The ‘Weekly Letter’ was restricted in circulation to those close to Yorke in the 
‘Hardwicke Circle’. Birch’s letter was preserved in guard books in Birch’s closet 
at Wrest, where it was read by members of his immediate family, including his 
wife Jemima Lady Grey, and his brothers Charles and James Yorke. Another 
member of the ‘Hardwicke Circle’ who read the ‘Weekly Letter’ was Daniel 
Wray (1701–1783), an antiquarian and Fellow of the Royal Society (elected 
1729) who also performed literary duties for Yorke. Birch and Yorke encouraged 
Wray to act as an intelligencer, on Birch’s model, from within his own London 
literary circles. In 1752, when Birch was away from London sojourning with the 
Yorkes at Wrest, Birch encouraged Wray to write a letter of information in his 
place. ‘You know the Eagerness of our Curiosity here for what occurs in the 
Republic of Letters, for which reason you will furnish yourself before your 
Journey with such new Productions, as may deserve our perusal, or such an 
Account of them, as may be equivalent to the Works themselves’.31 Wray 
however resisted the attempts by Birch and Yorke to regulate his correspondence 
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Yorke, adopting a witty and gentlemanly tone of voice to describe his literary and 
antiquarian activities, in the period 1750-1759, are preserved in the Hardwicke 
Papers.32 Both the Birch and Wray letters circulated within the ‘Hardwicke 
Circle’, but no further. The ‘Weekly Letter’ received no further public 
dissemination until it entered the library of the British Museum after Birch’s 
death.  
 
Yorke described Birch’s letter as a mixture of ‘the occurrences of the literary with 
those of the political world.’33 In general, the subject of Birch’s letters ranged 
over political, scientific, and literary topics, usually in that order, with personal 
salutations to Yorke’s family squeezed into a postscript. In its coverage of the 
‘political world’, the letter offered information about foreign and domestic 
political developments, especially the conduct of military campaigns and 
alliances; current controversies and scandals; news of preferment and ejection 
from office; and the business of the forthcoming parliamentary session. The term 
‘literary’, as used by Birch and Yorke, covered a wide range of intellectual 
activities, reflecting the etymological sense of the term in writing, study and 
learning. Birch was especially interested in giving notice of current and future 
publications, including those in preparation and in press. Amongst these he 
noted especially works of history, divinity and natural philosophy, but he also 
noted the publication of, and commented on, novels, plays and other 
entertainments. Controversial literature, especially pamphlets, periodical essays 
and newspapers were eagerly followed. Scientific journals, including Wetstein’s 
Bibliotheque Raisonée,34 Le Journal Des Sçavans,35 Maty’s Journal Britannique,36 and of 
course the Philosophical Transactions, were summarized in detail. Beyond the world 
of print, Birch also took notice of lectures at scientific institutions, some 
anniversary sermons, and events in the theatres, both of productions and news of 
the acting profession (although he does not seem to have attended the theatre). 
On a few occasions he also provided reports of experimental activity in natural 
philosophy, such as the plein air electrical research with ‘a Body of Philosophers’ 
at Blackheath in 1747.37 The extended range of the ‘Weekly Letter’s’ topics 
demonstrates how far the adaption of the newsletter metaphor aided Birch’s 
reformulation of a scientific correspondence. The focus of the present article, 
however, is not the contents of the letter (proposed as the subject of further work), 
but a consideration of the intellectual enterprise of the letter as a whole. 
 
Metaphors of correspondence 
The nature of the ‘Weekly Letter’ can be understood in part by interrogating the 
terms used to describe it by Birch and Yorke. Self-reflexive descriptions of the 
enterprise — the ‘control information’ of their communication system — were 
most common immediately after its inception in the 1740s, where both 
correspondents used a complex range of terms, both allusive and metaphorical, 
to describe the letter and its habitual topics of curiosity. Often located in the 
opening salutations of their letters, Yorke and Birch’s self-reflexive discourse 
negotiates the conduct of the correspondence, and the complex relationships of 
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commendation of their exchanges, using commendation as encouragement and 
emotional compensation for their literary labour. The letter, Yorke maintained, 
provided considerable ‘entertainment’ to him: assuring Birch how ‘agreeable & 
interesting your Letters are to me’, that they gave ‘so much entertainment’ and 
‘the highest satisfaction’.38 Mutual flattery and encouragement remained a 
consistent theme in managing the correspondence. Nonetheless, even though 
their enthusiasm for the letter was undiminished, this self-congratulatory 
discourse is less frequent by the 1750s, occurring most often at the annual 
inception of the letter. In the last decade of the letter, they clearly believed there 
was little need to negotiate or debate the nature of their correspondence, and the 
metaphorics of the letter no longer command their curiosity and invention.  
 
In the early months in 1741 and 1742, Birch described his letters as having two 
spheres: ‘the State of the Literary World’ and that of ‘the Political one’.39 Yorke 
praised Birch for imparting to his ‘Correspondents both of literary & political 
speculations’.40 Birch understood that one purpose of the ‘Weekly Letter’ was to 
keep Yorke informed about politics, reflecting Yorke’s status as a Member of 
Parliament and as the son of the Lord Chancellor, as well as about ‘literary’ 
matters. Yorke repeatedly commented on the balance between the two, 
perceiving the balance of topics in the letter as an index to the balance of events 
in the world. Writing in 1748 (after the end of the War of the Austrian 
Succession) he noted that ‘I see you are almost wholly confined to literary News, 
which is a good symptom as it portends quiet times’.41 In 1750, Birch 
complimented Yorke on the balance achieved in his letters: ‘so agreable a 
Melange of the domestic History of Wrest, your own Excursions, & foreign 
intelligence.’42 In August 1753, Yorke commented that the balance had swung 
too far in the direction of literary news: ‘this Summer’, he said, had been ‘rather 
barren of News, owing in a great measure to the Scarcity of that Commodity, & 
yet Commercial Intelligence & the Bustle of Elections, might (one should 
imagine) afford you some political Articles’.43 Admitting the justness of his 
remark, Birch commented that ‘my late Letters have not abounded in articles of 
Intelligence: nor am I able to obviate the Objection at a time, which affords 
nothing else than eternal Echo’s from all parts of Abuse upon the Jews, & those, 
who voted for them’.44 Birch excused himself from reporting politics at that 
juncture, pleading that public debate in that season was almost wholly given over 
to the bad-tempered controversy on the Jewish Naturalization Act (26 Geo. II. 
cap. 26), a debate he found shrill and unenlightening.  
 
Yorke especially valued Birch’s reliability as a correspondent, noting ‘the force of 
Custom’ and ‘the powerful attraction of your regular Correspondence’.45 The 
weekly or hebdomadal plan of the letters generated the primary metaphor for the 
correspondence: Yorke took to calling Birch’s letter ‘your weekly Dispatches’,46 
‘your weekly Letter’,47 or your ‘weekly Epistles’,48 observing that its regularity 
gave both it and his week a distinct rhythm. ‘We always expect’ ‘your weekly 
Dispatch’ ‘with some impatience, & desire the continuance of [it] at this juncture. 
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be too frequent’.49 The term dispatch suggested a written and official 
communication relating to public affairs, such as were carried by special 
messengers. Yorke praised Birch’s ability to find adequate material for the letter 
— ‘The Fertility of your Invention, & the Readiness of your Pen’, he said, have 
‘sufficient exercise to digest the Occurrences of the Week into a Copious 
Dispatch’,50 observing that country life did not afford any reciprocal occurrences. 
In Paris in 1749, Yorke wrote that he was ‘obliged to you for the Amusement it 
afforded me; you are never at a loss to fill your sheet, whether the Town be full 
or empty, whether the times are warlike or peacefull’.51 Writing to Jemima Yorke 
in his absence, Birch observed ‘The Return of Saturday reminds me so strongly 
on the Duty I owe to Wrest, that I cannot excuse myself from the usual Tribute 
of my Correspondence, tho’ your Ladyship might easily dispense with it’.52 Birch 
too noted the chronological patterning of his ‘weekly Correspondence’.53 In the 
first letter of 1750, Birch observed the powerful pull of custom and hebdomadal 
rhythm: ‘Saturday’s post has so strong a demand upon me when you are at 
Wrest, that tho’ you left London but on Thursday I cannot forbear resuming my 
pen, & trying to fill my Sheet, according to Custom’.54 Yorke also noted the 
almost metronomic weekly pattern of the correspondence: ‘Your Letters are duly 
expected every Sunday’s Post, & as duely arrive; like the Stage Coach man You 
set out to a Minute, & if a Piece of Intelligence comes to hand an hour after, It 
must stay for a passage to Silsoe, till the next weekly Packet’.55 Silsoe was the 
nearest village to Wrest, a station on the weekly carrier’s route from London to 
Bedford, on the historic Great North Road. These exchanges politely minimize 
the labour of Birch’s undertaking, which is described as an ‘exercise’ or ‘tribute’.  
 
The steady hebdomadal rhythm of the ‘Weekly Letter’, and the mix of political 
and literary news, invited metaphors of the newspaper, and along with that, 
analogies between Birch and the role of journalist or newsmonger — as if he was 
a low and vulgar ‘hack’. Birch described his own labours, with self-deprecating 
irony, as the ‘the Industry of a dull Gazetteer’ — one who writes in a gazette, a 
journalist.56 Birch’s location in London, the centre of the news business and the 
state intelligence apparatus, invited this comparison: it was described as his 
‘station of Intelligence’ by Yorke,57 and by Birch as the ‘Centre of News’,58 and, 
in a more commercial register, ‘this great Mart of public Intelligence’.59 The rare 
occasions when Birch and Yorke referred to the ‘Republic of Letters’ was 
similarly marked by a pessimistic irony about the world of learning: it was ‘a 
State’, Birch said, ‘which is never like to enjoy a thorough Tranquility, while the 
Appetite for Fame or Bread urges its members to constant Hostilities’.60 Rather 
than a free and equal exchange of information, Birch found in the Republic of 
Letters vituperative, mercenary, and pedantic conflict. 
 
As the ‘Weekly Letter’ accumulated, bound into multiple volumes, Yorke 
suggested it recorded ‘the History of the Times’,61 a name recalling higher forms 
of historical writing. Birch wrote of the desiderata of his letter as having the 
‘requisites of a good Historian’.62 When Birch wrote to Yorke in 1757, near the 
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(1756-1763), he described the letter as ‘my usual Quota of the History of the 
Week past’,63 although Yorke had already given his opinion that he had ‘learnt 
from the Experience of the last war to be sick of Modern History’.64 Given the 
curiosity about, and reliance on, state correspondence and newsletters in their 
own historical research and writing, Yorke and Birch could be relied upon to 
value this in their own correspondence. Birch’s own historical and biographical 
writing and editing greatly valued the primacy of documentary evidence, 
especially the private or secret manuscript records of state correspondence 
networks.65  
 
The ‘Weekly Letter’, as its protagonists recognized, suggested numerous 
analogies with the seventeenth-century manuscript newsletter. Both Birch and 
Yorke were curious about the history of the newsletter, especially its form and 
administration, from their research on state papers. Yorke was sufficiently 
interested in the Paper Office — as both a repository of state papers and a semi-
mythical zone of authority — to use his parliamentary influence to arrange a 
series of visits in 1746: there, he discovered, the archive was preserved in poor 
conditions, with many papers ‘ill sorted, ill preserv’d & cover’d with dust’, and 
others ‘illegible from Damp’. Nonetheless, he observed how the papers were 
systematically organized, noticing how they were arranged into ‘Classes under 
general Heads’, which could be located against an catalogue, unfortunately ‘not 
exact nor complete’.66 Both Birch and Yorke had a high regard for letters, 
papers, and other archival documentary evidence, arguing only they provided 
the quality historical evidence. Birch argued, in the preface his Historical View of 
the Negotiations between the Courts of England, France, and Brussels, from the Year 1592 to 
1617 (written or compiled in 1748 and published in 1749), that ‘the only true and 
unerring sources of history’ were ‘the original letters and papers of those eminent 
men, who were the principal actors in the administration of affairs’. By contrast, 
he argued, memoirs and histories, written by those involved in events they 
describe, were compromised by faction and bias. In ‘original letters and papers’, 
Birch argued, ‘facts are represented in the most artless and undisguised manner, 
and in the order, in which they happened; and the secret springs, causes, and 
motives, which produced them, are opened to view’.67 Birch’s historical writing, 
such as his seven-volume folio edition of John Thurloe’s seventeenth-century 
state papers, complied from Thurloe’s correspondence when he was secretary of 
the council of state of Oliver Cromwell, gave evidence of the high value he 
placed on newsletters as a source of evidence.68  
 
The ‘Weekly Letter’ reproduced many of the formal features of the scribal 
newsletter of the seventeenth century. Both Birch and Yorke developed 
metaphors and discursive analogies between the ‘Weekly Letter’ and its 
seventeenth-century antecedents, describing the letter using a series of archaic 
terms for newsletters common in the seventeenth century: ‘paper of 
informations’, ‘aviso’, ‘a-la-main’, and ‘the paper office’. In 1744 Birch referred 
to a letter full of commissions from Yorke as a ‘Paper of Informations’,69 adopting 
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(‘paper’) containing an item of news or intelligence (‘informations’). William 
Prynne’s extensive history of Archbishop Laud’s trial, published in 1646, for 
example refers to ‘a paper of informations’ used in evidence against him.70 It was 
not a phrase current in the eighteenth century, but both correspondents enjoyed 
the historical irony. Yorke also referred to the letter as an ‘aviso’, an Italian word 
for a letter of intelligence or newsletter associated in Birch’s circle with 
seventeenth diplomatic correspondence. Yorke described to Birch in 1743 how 
he had ‘just perused your weekly Avisi segreti with great pleasure, but am sorry 
they brought no more decisive news. […] I wish you could pick out a little, what 
is said to be going on behind the Curtain — we see enough of public 
appearances in the Papers.’71 As Yorke suggests, the connotation of avisi segreti 
was access to secret knowledge concerning affairs of state, superior to that 
disseminated publically by the newspapers. Richard Flecknoe’s satire, ‘Character 
of a Common Newsmonger’, describes how the newsmonger or journalist picks 
up rumours and spreads them as true news in the gazettes (printed newspapers) 
and the coffee-houses, reserving for his ‘Avisi secreti, or secret Advice’ 
(manuscript newsletter) the most scandalous libels ‘defaming some Noble 
Persons, taxing of the State, or Rumours tending to Sedition’.72 Birch used the 
term ‘aviso’ in his Historical View of the Negotiations, where he described how Sir 
Robert Cecil wrote a confidential ‘aviso’, meaning here not only intelligence or 
news, but also advice and commentary, on French court politics on March 15 
1597 at Angers (Birch clarifies that the aviso was ‘an account, by way of 
narration’).73 In Paris in 1749, Yorke elaborated on the metaphor when he wrote 
that ‘My Lady writes me word that you have shewn your regard to the Paper 
Office at Wrest by continuing the Lines of your Avisi through her hands’.74 By 
invoking the term ‘the Paper Office’, Yorke draws analogies between his own 
archive of letters in his closet at Wrest and the government office of the 
Secretaries of State that controlled the seventeenth-century newsletter system. 
Yorke further used the French term ‘alamain’ or ‘A-la-main’ to refer to the 
‘Weekly Letter’: from Scotland in 1755, he asked Birch to ‘begin your usual A La 
Mains forthwith, for I am almost famish’d for want of Intelligence’,75 and in 1760 
wrote suggesting a topic ‘for a Saturday alamain’.76 The term a-la-main was 
derived from the French expression ‘Nouvelles à la main’, meaning manuscript 
newsletters, used by French nouvellistes [newswriters].77 Yorke had contracted with 
Rev. John Jeffreys in Paris in 1749 for a manuscript newsletter giving an account 
of French politics and literary affairs.78 Over the following years, several different 
anonymous nouvellistes provided Yorke with Paris ‘a-la-mains’, among them, 
probably, Bousquet de Colomiers, a native of Toulouse.79  
 
Yorke underlined the historical analogies he saw between Birch’s letter and its 
seventeenth-century antecedents, when, in the course of praising the ‘Intelligence 
of various Kinds’ contained in the letters, he commented: ‘if you go on thus, I 
shall set you far above those illustrious Novelists your Predecessors, Mr Rowland 
White, Mr Chamberlain, & Master Garrard’.80 By ‘Novelist’, Yorke means a 
retailer of novelty or news, a newsletter writer, a newsmonger or carrier of news 
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early seventeenth-century newsletter writers celebrated in contemporary 
historical scholarship, including Birch’s own publications. Rowland White was a 
secretary and newsmonger for Sir Phillip Sidney in the period 1598-1600;81 Mr 
(later Rev.) George Garrard, master of the Charterhouse, was a gossipy 
newsletter writer to Earl of Strafford, 1633-35;82 and John Chamberlain was a 
secretary in the household of Sir Dudley Carleton in the period 1598-1625.83 
The historical irony of Yorke’s comparison of Birch with these secretary 
newsmongers is probably not lost on either man: each is a servant to a great 
nobleman, who through their successful prosecution of the business of the 
newsletter writer, grew to some fortune and some minor historical fame. 
 
Adopting historical analogies to describe their relationship within the ‘Weekly 
Letter’ may have obviated some of its inequalities. For example, in 1745, Yorke 
described Birch as his ‘Leiger in Town’.84 The term ‘leiger’ or ‘leger’ was an 
obsolete term, current in the seventeenth century, describing an ambassador 
resident at a foreign court, of the highest rank, permanently representing his 
sovereign. Yorke may have picked it up from a seventeenth-century source, such 
as the historian Thomas Fuller’s Church-History of Britain (1655),85 or 
Shakespeare’s Measure for Measure (1616).86 The historicism, however ironic, both 
obviated social impediments, and celebrated a supposed continuity between their 
work and their subject. Birch’s research in the seventeenth-century historical 
materials provided him with numerous and important examples of the secretary 
and other forms of trusted private servant in the households of the great men of 
state. Yorke, on several occasions in 1748, wrote letters imitating the courtly 
manner and elaborate diction of a seventeenth-century aristocratic statesman 
addressing his secretary.87 Yorke’s letter written on 28 June 1748, for example, is 
addressed ‘Truly & well beloved, We greet you well’. Thereafter he jokingly 
issues a series of commissions and commands to Birch in the pompous mock-
formal language appropriate to a great Lord addressing his feudal vassal (in fact 
the commissions were no more demanding than usual), using the majestic plural, 
archaic syntax, and ornate language. In the first, Yorke pressed Birch to make a 
research visit to ‘the Archives of that faithfull & diligent Minister of State 
Secretary Nicholas’ in Horseley.88 The ‘Nicholasian Archives’, as Yorke 
grandiloquently called them, contained the papers of Sir Edward Nicholas (1593-
1669), former Secretary of State under Charles I and II (1641-1662), who resided 
at West Horsley in Surrey.89 Yorke was aware that among the personal papers of 
officers of state from this period were preserved records of the secret negotiations 
and deliberations of the court and ministry. He hoped that among Nicholas’s 
personal archive might be minutes, letters and memorandums that would reveal 
the secrets of the Stuart court during the Civil War and in exile. Several letters in 
a row continue this mock formality, as Birch neglects to make the visit: ‘The 
Obedience you have hitherto paid to our Royal Mandate has been so ready & 
punctual that we are willing to attribute this strange omission rather to 
forgetfulness than any premeditated & undutifull neglect’.90 Birch’s resistance to 
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repeatedly issued through 1748, although Birch did eventually visit the library in 
October 1750.91  
 
The discourse of friendship, especially its contest with notions of service, provides 
a key context for understanding the social dynamic between Birch and Yorke. 
Yorke’s ironic description of Birch as secretary, leiger, and agent hovered 
ambiguously between servant and friend. As Birch’s historical researches showed, 
the term ‘secretary’ covered a wide range of positions and offices, from a ‘privy 
servant’ entrusted with private or secret matters, ranked just above the clerk or 
copyist, to a minister with governing functions, as in a Secretary of State. Here 
Birch’s appointment as Secretary of the Royal Society, 1752-1764, is relevant 
too. In the seventeenth century, a secretary was increasingly employed to 
conduct correspondence, keep records, and transact business for his master. 
Early-modern advice books describe the mixture of trust, service and friendship 
found in the master-secretary relationship. A successful secretary was trusted with 
his master’s secrets, and had access to his most private activities and spaces 
(particularly the closet); he was supposed to be obedient to his master’s wish and 
command, like any servant; and yet he also had the trust and regard of the 
master, as if he was a friend.92 In this way, the discourse of friendship, especially 
its rhetoric of equality, became one of the central fictions of service in the early 
modern office of secretary.93 The complex debts of mutual obligation and 
deference engendered in the ‘Weekly Letter’ between Yorke, master, patron, and 
nobleman, and Birch, secretary, agent and servant, gives insight into the role of 
friendship in eighteenth-century intellectual culture. 
 
One of the most unusual aspects of the ‘Weekly Letter’ was its historical extent, 
running from 1741 to Birch’s death in 1766. The chronological extent of the 
letter, and its place in the practice of their hebdomadal life, was a matter of no 
small pride to Birch and Yorke. At the beginning of the correspondence for the 
year 1760, Birch began by noticing the significant anniversary they had reached: 
‘the present Year’, he said, ‘if I misremember not, is the twentieth of our 
Correspondence’.94 In reply, Yorke wrote that  
The long Continuance of our Correspondence thro’ such a 
Variety of political, literary & private Events, would furnish out a 
good Title Page Recommendation of it, if any future Collector 
should think it worth his while to lay before the criticising Public, 
what we only intended for our mutual Information & 
Amusement.95  
By imagining some future scholar wading through their ‘Weekly Letter’ as they 
have through Thurloe and others, Yorke celebrates the historicized success of 
Birch’s epistolary project. They imaginatively reconstruct the ‘Weekly Letter’, an 
archaic imitation almost a century out of time, as an historical document before 
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The ‘Weekly Letter’ both records and contributes to the rise of Birch and Yorke 
in the London intellectual firmament of the mid-eighteenth century. Birch’s 
intellectual world had expanded out of the narrow circle of the Hardwickes, his 
own history writing, and the Thursdays club, to include more influential forms of 
intellectual labour. Through the patronage of the Hardwickes, father and son, he 
had found preferment in the church, and in key intellectual institutions of the 
period, including the Royal Society and the British Museum. Birch’s rise gave 
evidence of Yorke’s own increasing influence in London intellectual circles, 
including the Royal Society. The ‘Weekly Letter’ was an important conduit for 
the ‘Hardwicke circle’, as defined by Miller, and as such was ‘highly congenial’ to 
the Yorke view of history. Yorke and his followers were united by their ‘cultural 
politics’, Miller argues: ‘Most members of the Hardwicke circle were literary, 
antiquarian and historical in their intellectual interests’.96 The ‘Weekly Letter’ 
exemplified their systematic deployment of Whig principles in history, natural 
philosophy, and government, but was also an expression of their curious 
historicism, pedantism, and secrecy. The correspondence made an important 
contribution to the internal organization of the ‘Hardwicke circle’ within the 
Royal Society, giving Yorke privileged, organized and archived information 
about London activities in the political, literary, and scientific spheres. As such, 
the ‘Weekly Letter’ gives a unique insight into the Society’s social and cultural 
history in the mid-century, even if it was not in itself a part of the institution’s 
intellectual labours.   
 
This article has shown how the controlling metaphors Birch and Yorke used to 
describe their correspondence shaped its role within the Royal Society and other 
intellectual networks in the period. Their conception of the ‘Weekly Letter’ 
adapted historical analogies and metaphors, derived from seventeenth-century 
news culture, scientific correspondence, and the respublica litteraria, to sustain its 
production over twenty-six years, and to negotiate the complex emotional bonds 
of service and friendship. These metaphors were not simply rhetorical, for Birch’s 
‘Weekly Letter’ possessed many features typical of both the seventeenth-century 
manuscript newsletter and the commerce de lettres in early modern scientific 
communication, such as regularity and extent, access to privileged insider 
knowledge, and legible markers of credibility. Yet it also had some distinctive 
features that were not typical of that model, not least its expanded field of topics, 
but also its attitude towards public knowledge. The ‘Weekly Letter’ was 
essentially a closed circuit, focusing on a discrete and secretive coterie around 
Yorke, dedicated to collecting and archiving private knowledge, especially that 
which might advantage their coterie. The preference for historical metaphors for 
epistolary labours celebrated the archaic culture of seventeenth-century 
correspondence, as practiced both by ministers of state and their secretaries, 
rather than the increasingly open model practiced by correspondent secretaries 
of scientific organizations, and by the editors of the ‘science’ journals, such as 
Wetstein or Maty, or even Birch himself, in relation to his work as Secretary for 
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their activities in the letter accordingly recall modes of secrecy and privacy 
inappropriate to an open and networked model of enlightenment science.  
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